**WMIT Men Complete New Broadcast Unit Beamed to New Dorm**

WMIT has announced that after a year's work on construction, and snuggling into new facilities, its transmitter in the New Dorms is now operating.

William I. Harris '50, technical manager, and Robert A. Cenart '50, were chiefly responsible for the extension of the station's facilities to this housing unit.

Anchoring WMIT's new transmitter is John Miller and Edward Chatterton '50.

A new transmitter, which is then fed over a special telephone line to the Electrical Engineering Department, gave the installers valuable assistance. Professor William H. Radford of the Electrical Engineering Department reviewed its transmitter in the New Dorms is one year's work on construction, and will continue for the extension of the station's facilities to this housing unit.

**FREE DRINKS:** If you were at the Phi Kappa social cocktail party last Saturday, that's what we were having. After the party someone, maybe you, picked up my gray gabardine topcoat by mistake. It has a "Dana" label on it, and my name: William H. Radford, in the pocket. If you've any coat, call me at Room 1-7333.

---

**DOZENS OF CARS TAGGED,**

**Tickets Fixed For $1.20**

**In Lobby Of Building 10**

Ticket-bearing windshield were a common sight around Tech Monday, as the M.O.C. found its market of available vehicles monopolized by Tech show publicity men. Nearly a thousand car owners were recipients of small bills which threatened social pressure if they do not comply with the terms of the ticket.

Keeping in step with the provisions of the ticket-fixing procedures, the recipients of the tickets will be able to avoid punishment by returning to minor-leagues of the ticket office.

The station sends its programs for a year's work on construction, and will continue through the spring term. In an effort to aid seniors in finding jobs, the station's facilities to this housing unit.

**GET CRISPER, CLEANER DRAWINGS... USE VENUS DRAWING PENCILS**

The world's longest lasting pencils that hold their point and give you space for sharp, clear reproduction.

**SMOOTH**

The lines are uniform in weight and tone because the clay and graphite in Venus Drawing Pencils are blended evenly in the Colloidium process.

**STRONG**

Venus Drawing Pencils are Premium Pencils® which means that the lead is tested to the utmost. Adds extra strength to needlesharp points.

**ACCURATE**

Your work is easier with Venus Drawing Pencils. Scientifically tested at each stage of manufacture and uniformly graded in all 17 degrees. For better results, use Venus Drawing Pencils with the green eraser. Buy them at your College bookstores.

**SEND FOR THIS HELPFUL INSTRUCTION BOOKLET!**

Try Venus on your drawing board!"For the Drawing with Venus"... 24 pages of valuable information, including several original ideas for use with a Technical Drawing Pencil.

American Pencil Company, Hoboken, New Jersey

---

**THE TECH**

Tuesday, March 7, 1950

---

**THE EDUCATED CITIZEN**

An Address by

THE HONORABLE RALPH E. FLANDERS
United States Senator from Vermont
LIFE MEMBER OF THE CORPORATION, M.I.T.

**BARDWELL AUDITORIUM**

**DANA HALL SCHOOL—WELLESLEY**

**8:30 P.M.—SATURDAY, MARCH 11**

**Tickets $1.25—Available in Room 3-107, M.I.T.**

**or Phone Ext. 706**

---

**SCHAEFER**

The beer that's both light and dry

**OUR HAND HAS NEVER LOST ITS SKILL**

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., New York